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Introduction

The Catalogue of the collection of Mazatlan
shells, in the British Museum: collected by
Frederick Reigen, or Catalogue of the Reigen col -
lection of Mazatlan Mollusca, in the British
Museum, written by Philip Pearsall
Carpenter (1819–1877) is a seminal work on
the Mollusca of western Mexico, still con-
sulted today for its descriptions of new taxa
and for the first records from Mexico for pre-
viously described taxa. This book has been
the source of conflicting information about
its editions, dating, publisher and place of
publication. This paper provides definitive
answers to resolve these bibliographic prob-
lems.

The Catalogue 

This book was published under two titles.
The differences between the editions, prima-
rily the title and the preface, are minor and
do not affect the systematic portion of the
work. The two “editions” correctly cited are:

1857. Catalogue of the collection of Mazatlan
shells, in the British Museum: collected by
Frederick Reigen. London: Printed by order of
the Trustees. 1857. [i]–iv (Preface signed by
John Edward Gray), [ix]–xvi, [1]–552. [1857c
herein]

1857. Catalogue of the Reigen collection of
Mazatlan Mollusca, in the British Museum.
Warrington: Printed at the Oberlin Press, by

P. P. Carpenter. 1855–7. [i]–viii (Preface
signed by Philip P. Carpenter), [v]–xii,
[1]–552. [1857d herein]

Page [i] in both is the Title Page, on the
verso of which is “Printed by P. P. Carpenter,
Oberlin Press, Warrington” in 1857c; that
data appearing on the recto of the 1857d title
page.  

Kabat (1989: 113) stated that [1857d] “was
simultaneously printed … on different paper
of a larger size.” A partially uncut signature
of part of the 1857d Preface, indicates that
this part of his report, based on information
supplied by one of us [REP], was flawed,
and the perceived size difference is actually
an artifact of trimming. More than one kind
of paper may have been used.  

Prefaces

The Preface in 1857c is almost entirely in
quotation marks and is taken from pages i,
ii, vii, and viii of the Preface in 1857d. Gray
added only one paragraph in which he stat-
ed that: (1) the collection was presented to
the Museum by Carpenter; (2) Carpenter’s
“Descriptive Catalogue” is here printed; and
(3) “the descriptions of the Bryozoa, occupy-
ing the first six pages, were kindly commu-
nicated by G. Busk, Esq. F.R.S., &c.”

The 1857c Preface pages [ix]–xvi are iden-
tical to 1857d pages [v]–xii. Only the signed
sections of the Prefaces differ.
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Printer

Carpenter had his church purchase a printing
press as a means of teaching local youth a
skill and also to print literature of interest to
him. This was the Oberlin Press “on which he
printed for himself and other reformers tracts
and extended papers on sanitation, teetotal-
ism, religious and school reports, or anything
which Carpenter believed would better
human conduct and conditions of life.”
(Palmer, 1958: 9).  Much more information
about the Oberlin Press and P. P. Carpenter
may be found in the biography by his broth-
er, Russell Lane Carpenter (1880).

That all copies of both editions were
printed by the Oberlin Press is demonstrated
by the presence of its name. It is on the verso
of the title page of one [1857c], the position
where the printer’s name appears on other
British Museum Catalogues and was usually
Taylor and Francis, London. In the other edi-
tion [1857d] the name of the press appears on
the recto of the title page and is thus not
needed on the verso. That they were printed
at the same time is stated by Carpenter him-
self (see quote under Editions below).

Date of publication

The first page of each 12 page signature is
dated, the dates starting with July 1855 and
ending with June 1857. The presence of these
dates led some workers (e.g., Bartsch, 1915:
34) to cite them as the publication date for
new taxa. Bartsch’s statement was countered
by Iredale (1916: 36) who pointed out that
these dates referred “to the proof-sheets, not
to the publication.” Iredale’s paper was over-
looked by Keen (1958: 561) who wrote: “each
part dated at foot of first page.” She later
became aware of Iredale’s paper (Keen 1961:
211) and the dates were corrected in the sec-
ond edition of her major work (Keen 1971). 

Clapp & Kenk (1963: 202) listed the
Catalogue as being in two editions, the first
dated 1855–57 published in Warrington. They

showed the dates as “p. 1–120, 1855; p.
121–444, 1856; p. 445–552, 1857.”  The second
edition was listed as published: “London:
British Museum (Natural History), [1855-
]1857.”  Subsequent authors citing Clapp &
Kenk (e.g., Kleemann, 1983: 4) have accord-
ingly misdated Carpenter species. These sig-
nature dates were also incorrectly used by
Ruhoff (1980) in her list of molluscan species
described between 1850 and 1870. 

The Preface in both editions is dated April
22nd, 1857. The Catalogue was referenced by
Carpenter in papers read at the Zoological
Society in July 1856 (Carpenter 1857a, b)
complete with page numbers and species
numbers but without descriptions.

Sherborn (1934: 310) determined the actual
date of publication to be 1 August 1857,
which Kabat (1989) used. However,
Sherborn’s basis for dating the various
Catalogues of the Museum was, in his
words, a matter of inference: 

“At this distance of time it is
impossible to recover the exact day on
which they were offered for public
sale, and we must be contented to
recover the exact day on which they
were ‘laid upon the table’ of the
Trustees, a preliminary to the issue to
the public.” – Sherborn (1926: 27)

As there was no obvious constraint on
Carpenter’s delivery of copies of the
Catalogue, and given his citation of it in ear-
lier papers, there is no reason to suppose that
he delayed distribution after the final print-
ing in June. However, if proofs for the last
signature, dated June 1857, were sent out for
comment that would have caused a delay.
The errata pages do make a correction in that
final signature. Also, the work would have to
be assembled and bound before distribution.
Fortunately there are no time sensitive
nomenclatural acts in the Catalogue that
would be affected by a change of a month or
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two. It is here recommended that Sherborn’s
date of 1 August 1857 be considered the date
of publication of both editions. 

Editions

Although Iredale correctly treated the signa-
ture dates, he misinterpreted them.
According to him (1916: 36) the “edition pub-
lished at Warrington” was printed “later than
the London edition, and the dates refer only
to the proof-sheets.” Why he thought that
proof-sheets would be issued for a later
printing is not understood, especially as all
copies have the same signature dates. All
copies of this work were printed at
Warrington.

Galbraith & Dance (1961: 11) stated that
the Mazatlan Catalogue “had already been
printed by Carpenter himself at Warrington,
Lancashire, England. Carpenter issued some
copies [1857d] which differ from the British
Museum publication [1857c] in title page and
preface only.” This is incorrect and potential-
ly misleading as it implies that Carpenter did
not print the “British Museum publication”
version, or that the two were printed at dif-
ferent times.

It is clear that two editions exist with dif-
ferent titles as listed by Kabat (1989). As
there is nothing nomenclatural or taxonomic
in the Prefaces, it does not matter which is
consulted or cited. The work was reprinted
by Palmer at the Paleontological Research
Institution in 1967. In a foreword to the
reprint she commented that: “The two edi-
tions are alike except in the title page and
preface. To furnish that complete data the
two title pages and prefaces are included
herein. Readers should realize the proper
sequence of those pages.”   

Original copies also exist with both title
pages. One at hand was the copy Palmer
used when she was working on Carpenter
material but it is not the copy from which the
P. R. I. reprint was made. The locality of that

copy is not known and it may or may not
have actually contained both. A second copy
with both title pages is in the library of M.
Hollmann, but it does not contain the Preface
pages [ix]–xvi for 1857d.  In preparing this
paper the pagination of 20 copies was
obtained. Deducting the two with dual title
pages already mentioned, 10 are 1857c and 8
are 1857d. This indicates that the distribution
of copies by Carpenter was broader than he
indicated. Fifteen years later he stated his
reason for the Warrington printing, to pres-
ent with the duplicate collections:  

“First Edition, with Preface as arranged
by Dr. J. E. Gray, on sale at the British
Museum, price 8s. Second Edition, with
Author’s Preface, accompanying dupli-
cate collections of the shells, published
simultaneously.”  – Carpenter (1872: xi)

Even Carpenter’s description is misleading
since it implies that the version with Gray’s
preface was the “first” edition, yet Gray’s
preface is almost entirely composed of quotes
from Carpenter’s preface. As they were
simultaneously published neither is “first”
but to provide a means of differentiating the
printings we will maintain Carpenter’s
arrangement. Also, although Carpenter
implied that the edition with his own preface
was intended to accompany the “duplicate
collections of shells,” it is unlikely that he
printed only one copy for each collection
given that at least 8 copies are extant today.

That the two editions were printed simul-
taneously as stated by Carpenter is rein-
forced by a typographical error that is not
consistent. The name of the printer appears
on the bottom of page 522.  In some copies
the “ngton” in Warrington has been dropped,
rendering the place of publication as “Warri”,
an error noted in four copies, two of each
edition. 

As often happens when changes are made
in a text, errors result. One such instance is
the corruption of page number 205 to 255.
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This has been noted only in the “Warri” copy
at hand and the 1967 reprint. It has not been
searched for elsewhere. 

Proof Pages

A unique copy of 1857d in the library of the
second author contains signatures that were
mailed out by Carpenter for review and
returned with notations and comments.
These pre-publication proofs are unusual as
Carpenter had his request for comments
imprinted on the first page of the signatures.
This imprint had to be taken out before
printing, of course.  As this “proof” copy is
incomplete it is not known if all signatures
were so treated, but an imprinted request of
some type appears on pages 25, 37, 73, 133,
137, 169, 205, 241, 265, 289, 313, 481, 493, usu-
ally at the top of the page. All of these print-
ed requests for review are on the first page of
signatures with the exception of one on page
137 which is the query: “Which abbreviation
do you prefer : the common Sow. or Gould’s
Sby. like Dkr. Mke. &c.” The proof pages
were set as “Sby.” but it was changed to
“Sow.” perhaps due to “I prefer Sow.” being
A. Adams’ comment. Holograph markings
and comments appear on many of the proof
pages. In addition to corrections marked by
Carpenter, comments were made by Arthur
Adams, William Baird, and John Edward
Gray. Some of these are reproduced herein
(Figure 1). Comparison of the proof sheets
and the final text shows that most changes
were minor but extensive changes were
required in a few instances.

Plates

The original 60 plates drawn by Carpenter
for his Mazatlan Shells were published by
Brann (1966).
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Fig. 1. Selected emendations to the proofs by reviewers.
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NOTE

Although no nomenclatural action is taken
in this paper, this note is to declare that it
is being published for the permanent 
scientific record and copies are being sent
to numerous systematists and institutions.
It is being reproduced in ink on paper in
over fifty simultaneously produced identi -
cal copies. It is also being made available
as an electronic file.
Conchologia Ingrata is available without
charge. 
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